REVISED
EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
MAY 17,2012
SUBJECT: METRO FARE GATES
ACTION:

APPROVE POLICY REVISIONS ASSOCIATED WITH FARE GATE
LOCKING

Authorize the Chief Executive Officer to implement the Gate Locking Plan and convert
all T W s throuahout the Metro Rail svstem to operate in a TAP-onlv environment.

In accordance to the directions set forth in the February 2012 Board Motion by Director
Yaroslavsky to lock fare gates within 5 - 6 months, staff provided a comprehensive
update to the Board at its March Executive Management Committee meeting outlining
the steps necessary to implement gate locking. The following report describes actions
necessary to lock gates on the Metro Red and Purple Lines.
DISCUSSION
At the March 2012 Executive Management Committee meeting, a timeline was
presented that enumerated the steps necessary to meet the schedule to lock the first
Metro Purple Line station at WilshireINorrnandie in summer 2012, and the subsequent
Red and Purple Line stations that follow. This report itemizes the tasks required to
achieve gate locking at the first station by summer 2012. Staff is seeking approval of
the gate locking implementation plan.
Sco~e
The goal is to lock the subway gates located in the Metro Red and Purple Lines
beginning in the summer of 2012 with an estimated completion date
timeline of iust under seven months. In month one throuah month three. preparations
must be made to convert the fare table and TAP vending machines TTVMs) to a TAPonlv fare structure. The N M s will be ~hvsicallvconverted in month four and then in
month five. one station will be gated and evaluated. Phased gate lockina of the
remainder of Red and Pumle Line stations will proceed in months six and seven.

-

During a 10-week locking demonstration (that ran September 2011 January 2012) staff
tested gates in a locked environment. The tests demonstrated that the mechanical and
technological aspects of the fare gates worked as specified and indicated potential
benefit in terms of fare enforcement and revenue generation. The next step is to bring
gate locking to an operational state that takes full advantage of locked gates while being
mindful of customer impacts and operational costs. The following sections identify
specific areas impacted by gate locking and provide actions necessary to achieve
implementation.
Fare Gates
The locking of fare gates will take place beginning in the summer of 2012 at the
WilshirelNormandie station. Locking will commence once all capital and system
upgrades are in place and continue incrementally at subsequent stations. Staff will
monitor and evaluate operations of the first station (for up to one month) and commence
with locking of additional stations (one per week) following satisfactory results.
Ticket Vending Machines
All ticket vending machines (WMs) throughout the entire rail system will be converted
to operate in a TAP-only environment. Customers will be required to possess TAPenabled fare media to gain access through the gates. All N M s currently issue TAP fare
media and will continue to do so. Other than interagency paper transfers, no paper fare
products will be issued from TVMs. The purchase of reduced fare products will require a
valid reduced fare TAP card to purchase fares from NMs. Temporary reduced fare
TAP cards are available at Metro Customer Centers and participating city offices but do
require appropriate verification of eligibility and a completed application for longer-term
use. The paper-pass conversion for eligible seniors and other reduced fare riders has
been on-going over the last four (4) years however, those who have not yet applied for
TAP cards can do so prior to gate locking. Even after gates are locked, eligible
customers can come to any Metro Customer Center as well as participating city offices
to turn in applications and be handed a Temporary TAP Reduced Fare Card on-site,
immediately to buy discounted fares. The plan includes the installation of one additional
TVM in the East Portal to permit our staff to help customers converting from current
TVM paper tickets to TAP. This enables our staff to provide "hands-on" assistance
immediately outside of our Customer Center so that our riders will have immediate
access to a TAP card.
Dav Passes
Customers will be required to possess a TAP card to purchase Metro Day Passes. No
paper Day Passes will be issued from NMs. The purchase of reduced fare Day Passes
will require a valid Reduced Fare TAP Card to purchase fares from NMs. This
requirement is comparable to current bus operations where customers with a valid TAP
card may purchase a Day Pass for $5 and those without for $6; and reduced fare riders
must board with a valid Reduced Fare TAP Card to receive a reduced fare discount.
TAP cards are valid and can be used to purchase fare media for up to three (3) years.
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Sinale T r i ~ s
Customers will be required to possess a reusable TAP card to purchase Single Trips.
The one-time cost of the reusable TAP card is $1 and will be charged at the time the
first single trip fare is purchased ($2.50 total card plus fare). The types of customers that
this could impact are first-time users to the system such as out-of-town visitors and
infrequent riders. No paper Single Trip tickets will be issued from TVMs. The purchase
of reduced fare Single Trips will require a valid Reduced Fare TAP Card to purchase
fares from TVMs. TAP cards are valid and can be used to purchase fare media for up to
three (3) years. This is consistent with current existing procedures; the loading of any
discounted fares onto TAP requires eligibility qualifications to limit fraud.

EZ Pass
EZ Transit Passes will be converted to reloadable TAP cards with monthly validation
stickers for non-TAP agencies so that fare inspectors for these agencies can conduct a
visual inspection for validity.
Metrolink
Staff is working with Metrolink to pursue a TAP alternative for Metrolink customers
utilizing smart card technology and existing ticket machines that enable Metrolink riders
to enter through fare gates. Aligning implementation schedules is critical to the success
of the transition.
lnteraaencv Transfers
Current Interagency Transfers (IATs) on paper N M roll stock will continue to be issued
l
group was assigned to evaluate the broader policy
from TVMs. ~ k g i o n aworking
implications for longer-term transfer solutions and transfer policy in a locked
environment. Sherii assistants (SAs) will monitor fare gates to ensure patrons with valid
fare media may pass through gates.
Children Under 5
Similar to other transit agencies with locked fare gates, children under the age of five (5)
must be accompanied by a parenuguardian who will access the locked gates by either
carrying the child while walking through the turnstile, or by having the child walk under
the turnstile in front of the parentlguardian. Sheriff assistants (SAs) will monitor fare
gates to ensure patrons with valid fare media may pass through gates. Patrons seeking
additional assistance may utilize the station telephone.
Reduced Fares. Seniors. Disabled and Medicare Card Holders
All reduced senior, disabled and Medicare card holder fare products, including single
trip tickets, will require a valid Reduced Fare TAP Card to purchase fares from N M s
when the gate locking is implemented. Temporary Reduced Fare TAP Cards are
available at Metro Customer Centers as well as participating city offices but do require
appropriate verification of eligibility and a completed application for longer-term use.
The paper-pass conversion for eligible seniors and other reduced fare riders has been
on-going over the last four (4) years however, those who have not yet applied for TAP
cards can do so prior to gate locking. The implementation plan provides that after the
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gates are locked, eligible customers will still be able to visit Metro Customer Centers or
participating city offices to turn in applications and be handed a Temporary TAP
Reduced Fare Card on-site. This special card would allow seniors, Medicare card
holders and persons with disabilities to immediately purchase discounted fares including
passes and single trip tickets. The gate locking implementationplan includes the
installation of one additional TVM in the East Portal to permit our staff to help customers
converting from current TVM paper tickets to TAP. This enables staff to provide "handsonnassistance immediately outside of our Customer Center so that our riders will have
immediate access to a TAP card.
TDA Com~liance
The California Transportation DevelopmentAct (TDA), codified into law as Public
Utilities Code section 99155, requires transit agencies to allow passengers with
Medicare Cards and California Disabled Parking Permits to purchase discounted fares
without having to acquire any additional card such as the TAP card. The changes being
contemplated to the ticket vending machines as a result of the gate locking will mean
that seniors, 62 years and older, other Medicare card holders, and persons with a
disability will no longer be able to purchase discounted fares at rail stations unless they
have the reduced fare TAP card. Staff recognizes that the changes proposed would
violate the TDA, potentially compromising TDA funding, and will continue to seek
additional legal clarification on this issue. In the meantime, staff will make every effort to
make Temporary Reduced Fare Cards available to patrons affected by this change.
Sherii assistants (SAs) will monitor fare gates to ensure patrons with valid fare media
may pass through gates.
Title VI Com~liance
Title VI analysis is being done with input and direction from the Office of Civil Rights.
All fare changes including changes to prices, fees, rules and availability of fare products
are subject to an equity analysis. An equity analysis must identify the impacts of the
proposed changes on minorities and persons living below the poverty line. The impacts
are assessed by comparing how the changes affect minorities and persons living below
the poverty line with passengers who are not minorities or have incomes higher than the
poverty line.
The biggest perceived impact is the addition of the requirement of the plastic TAP card
to gain access to the rail system by seniors and the disabled which is not required on
Metro Bus service. This is a one-time $1 fee for a TAP card that will be valid for up to
three (3) years. Cards are free for seniors and K-12 students F so the $1
fee does not apply to these constituents. Sheriff assistants (SAs) will monitor fare gates
to ensure patrons with valid fare media may pass through gates.
The fare categories protected by Tile VI include K-12 student and weekly passes as
passengers using these products are disproportionately minority. A full report on Title V1
and Environmental Justice impacts will be brought to the Board. Activities associated
with compliance may impact the implementation schedule. Staff will keep the Board
apprised of actions and impacts.
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ADA Compliance
The locking of the fare gates will impact persons with disabilities who are unable to tap
their pass on the fare gate. Locking the gates does not violate the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA), however, it may be perceived as a new barrier for persons who
can currently access rail stations. The impacts have been discussed with the ADA
Compliance Unit and the change has been discussed with Metro's Access Advisory
Committee (AM). The AAC has asked to be kept informed about plans to lock the
gates and strategies to mitigate the impact on persons with disabilities.
Staff is exploring every means possible to ensure that access to rail stations for all
existing customers is maintained. By utilizing telephones within the elevators that
provide access to every rail station, disabled patrons requiring assistance through the
gate could be accommodated by personnel located at the Rail Operations Control
(ROC) through a live voice connection. In addition, CCTV cameras and telephones
located by the gates will be utilized to address those who do not choose to use
paratransit services or do not have personal care attendants (PCA) when they enter
gated stations. This proposed system will be presented to the Access Advisory
Committee for their review and comment.
Every rail station has fare gates that meet federal and state compliance criteria for
access by persons with disabilities. Sheriff assistants (SAs) will monitor fare gates to
ensure patrons with valid fare media may pass through gates.
Access Services
Metro participates in the regional Free Fare program that allows eligible Access
Services (AS) patrons to ride on Metro Rail and Metro Bus for free. Access Services
issues a TAP card which has a valid Metro fare product that will permit entry through
locked fare gates for ADA certified passengers. The current Metro fare policy also
allows a personal care attendant (PCA) of the Access Services patron to ride free. The
TAP card of the AS passenger is printed with special identification that allows a PCA to
board with the passenger. When the gates for passengers with disabilities are locked, it
will be necessary to either issue a special TAP card to PCAs or permit the TAP card of
an AS patron to be "passed back" to allow the PCA to also proceed through the fare
gate. Sheriff assistants (SAs) will monitor fare gates to ensure patrons with valid fare
media may pass through gates.
Bicycles, Strollers and Larrre Items
Patrons with large items, bicycles, and strollers are required (as they are currently) to
utilize the ADA accessible entrance to rail stations. This alternative offers patrons
access to elevators.
SAs. Gate Monitorina and Fare Enforcement
The Los Angeles Sheriffs Department (LASD) Sheriff Assistants (SAs) will be
redeployed to monitor fare gates to ensure patrons with valid fare media may pass
through gates. Initially, it is estimated that if LASD personnel were utilized at every gate
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array at every station over all hours of operation, the requirement would exceed 160
officers. There are only 101 currently assigned to TSB for all rail lines right now. The
initial fare enforcement plan is designed to utilize existing staff under the current LASD
contract to contain operating costs. If more SAs are required, staff will return to the
Board with an implementation plan to address needs. Staff will evaluate personnel
requirements as the first station is locked and adjust as needed during the ensuing first
several weeks. It is anticipated that more staff will be assigned while patrons are
learning how to maneuver the locked-gates but numbers will reduce over time.
Outreach personnel will accompany LASD at stations during initial operations.
CCTV and Public Telephones
Individual stations will not be locked until camera installations are complete. The
installation schedule should coincide with the proposed locking schedule. Patrons
requiring assistance will be able to utilize the existing telephones to gain assistance
from the ROC. Given the current configuration of the system where customers notify the
ROC for assistance, it is not anticipated that additional staff will be required. This
demand will be monitored for verification.
TAP Card Availability
TAP cards are currently available at even/ rail station N M , over 400 retail outlets,
Metro Customer cent&, participating city offices, online and on every Metro bus. Staff
anticipates an initial spike in demand for TAP cards (similar to the Day Pass on buses)
but this demand will settle over time. Staff has spent the last two years providing cards
to seniors, students and the disabled community but still anticipates increased activity
as gates are locked.
Customer and Public Education
There will be two phases of public and customer outreach and information. The first
phase will take place in conjunction with the conversion of the NMs. Outreach
personnel will be placed at each station to assist patrons in the purchase of TAP fare
media. The second phase will take place with the locking of gates. In this case both
outreach personnel will work in conjunction with LASD to monitor gates.
Fire Life Safety
The Metro Safety Department will conduct all necessary Fire Life Safety testing before
gate locking as per standard practice.
Schedule
The Wilshire/Nomandie Purple Line station will be the first to be locked. The station will
be staffed by LASD and outreach personnel to assist customers in purchasing fare
media and using the gates. Staffing levels will be adjusted based on customer needs.
Additional stations will be added the following month. Once the appropriate staffing and
gate-locking operations are established with the WilshireINormandie station, staff will
lock the gates at subsequent stations at a rate of one station per week until all Red Line
and Purple Line stations are locked. The target for complete subway locking is
l%w&&W2 seven months from initiation.
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Post-Lockin~~
Evaluation
Staff will evaluate the subway in a locked environment, monitoring cost and revenue
impacts and report back to the Board with results.

Customer Impacts
We anticipate that the gate locking plan will have the most impact on customers when
all TVMs are converted to TAP-only operation WMay. Nearly 40% of Red and Purple
Line cash customers are not currently on TAP. Converting the n/Ms at every station will
have definite customer impacts, however the longer term convenience of not having to
stop at the N M to purchase a ticket for each ride by using stored value can help riders
assimilate to gate locking. Customers will be shown how TVMs can load cash
equivalents that permit them to go directly to the gate for fare payment without stopping
to buy a paper ticket each time when riding the subway. As part of the conversion, no
paper products will be issued from WMs, except for interagency transfers. All users of
the stations will be required to utilize TAP fare media. StafF is working with municipal
operators and Metrolink to identify solutions for their patrons. Metro patrons without TAP
cards will be required to purchase a TAP card as part of their transaction. This includes
first-time, single trip and Day Pass users. All Metro passes of all types are available to
patrons who already possess a TAP card. Stored value can also be loaded onto the
same card. Reduced fare purchases require a Reduced Fare TAP Card. Public
education, station outreach and customer support will be crucial during this time and
must continue as gates are locked at all subway stations. Sheriff assistants (SAs) will
monitor fare gates to ensure patrons with valid fare media may pass through gates.

DETERMINATION OF SAFETY IMPACT
Approval of the item could improve security and safety in underground and gated
stations. The experience from the 10-week locking demonstration resulted in other
collateral benefits, including assisting LASD with law enforcement. CCTV cameras can
further assist and augment the gating infrastructures to identify perpetrators of crime
including graffiti, gate jumping and acts of violence that may occur in or near the gate
arrays. Gated stations help customers have an increased sense that the stations are
monitored and controlled for their safety.

FINANCIAL IMPACT
T h e is no increase to the Life of Project budget. Since this a multi-year capital project,
the Chief Communications Officer will be responsiblefor budgeting this activity in future
years.
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The source of funds for this action is Proposition IB funds.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
Alternatives include not locking gates or delaying implementation. The current gate
operating environment utilizes unlocked gates with light indicators. A decision not to
lock gates would maintain current revenue and cost levels as the ongoing operating
environment. Gate lease, fare enforcement and maintenance costs are currently being
incurred. A decision not to lock gates or delay implementationwould result in not
attaining potential benefits. In addition, extending the schedule is contrary to Board
direction to move forward with implementation within a six-month period.

NEXT STEPS
Proceed with implementing the gate locking plan per the attached schedule (Attachment
A) and report status at each monthly Executive Management Committee meeting. The
schedule will commence with authorization of these policy revisions. S & w k & h e

ATTACHMENT
A. Gate Locking Schedule
Prepared by:
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Matthew Raymond, Chief Communications Officer
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Chief Communications Officer

lihzts"; k'&/
Arthur T. Leahy
Chief ~xecutiv-eofficer
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ATTACHMENT A

-----Stock TVM 2nd magazlne TAP cards

7

!

Convert Metro N M s to TAP
Pllot conversion 1 statlon from each ra~lllne
Evaluate pllot results and prepare for rernalnlng statlons

-

First Gate Lock WilshirelNormandie
Evaluate lnltlal gate lock for 30 days
Phased Gate Locking of Red Line stations
WllshireNVestern
VermonVBeverly
HollywoodNVestern
HollywoodNlne
WllshlreNermont
VermonffSunset
VermonffSanta Monlca
HollywoodIH~ghland
North Hollywood
WestlakelMacArthur Park
CIVIC Center
Pershing Square
7thlMetro Center
Union Statlon

interface testing
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Trans~tOperat~ons,

Remalntng Red Line
Fare Enforcement Plan

Marketing and Public Outreach

